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The quantum dynamics of the title reactions are studied[1]using the ring polymer molecular 
dynamics (RPMD) method from 20 to 1200 K using recently proposed full dimensional 
potential energy surfaces[2,3] which include longrange dipole− dipole interactions. A V-
shaped dependence of the reaction rate constants is found with a minimum at 200−300 K, in 
rather good agreement with the current experimental data[4,5,6,7]. For temperatures above 
300 K the reaction proceeds following a direct H-abstraction mechanism. However, below 
100 K the reaction proceeds via organic-molecule··· OH collision complexes, with very 
long lifetimes, longer than 10−7  s, associated with quantum roaming arising from the 
inclusion of quantum effects by the use of RPMD. The long lifetimes of these complexes 
are comparable to the time scale of the tunnelling to form reaction products. These 
complexes are formed at zero pressure because of quantum effects and not only at high 
pressure as suggested by transition state theory (TST) calculations for OH + methanol and 
other OH 
reactions. The zero-pressure rate constants reproduce quite well measured ones below 200 
K, and this agreement opens the question of how important the pressure eff ects on the 
reaction rate constants are, as implied in TST-like formalisms. The zeropressure mechanism 
is applicable only to very low gas density environments, such as the interstellar medium, 
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